(Member of the Co-ordinating Cat Council of Australia)
PO Box 379 ST MARYS NSW 1790 Phone: (02) 9834 6577 Fax: (02) 9834 6588 ABN 35 318 816 506

COMPANION KITTEN/CAT REGISTRATION APPLICATION
OWNERS DETAILS
NSWCFA Membership No ….…………………………………
Name

Email

………………………………………………………………………
Address

………………………………………………
Postcode
Phone

………………………………………………………………………

……………………

……………………..

CATS DETAILS
Name…………………………………………………………………..Approx date of birth…………………………
………………………………………………………………………  NEUTER  SPAY …………………….

 DOMESTIC
 HOUSEHOLD PET

A Domestic cat is a cat whose sire and dam are unknown or are both not registered or
both are not registered pedigreed cats.
A Household cat is a cat whose sire or dam, but not both, is registered; or is a pedigreed
cat which is unregisterable.

DESCRIPTION
This cat is patched

 A patched cat is any coloured coat WITH white (i.e. black & white etc.)

What is the colour?
This cat is patterned

……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
 A patterned cat with any coat pattern WITHOUT white
(i.e. tabby or tortoiseshell etc.)

What is the colour and
tabby pattern?
This cat is solid

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
 A solid cat is one colour

What is the colour?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Micro Chip number

CLASSIFICATION (including colour description)

REGISTRATION

To be eligible for showing, a companion cat exhibit must be desexed. A companion kitten aged 10 weeks to under 6
months can remain entire and complete with the desexed companion kittens. Companion kitten exhibits over the
age of 6 months must be desexed. A companion cat exhibit may be exhibited three (3) times at a NSWCFA show
without being registered with the NSWCFA. Prior to entry to a fourth NSWCFA show, this completed form must be
returned to the NSWCFA, PO Box 379 ST MARYS NSW 1790 accompanied by the fee of $15.00. A Registration
Certificate will be returned to the owner, upon which there will be a Registration Number, which must be used on all
subsequent Show Entry forms. The Registration Certificate will also be required to be submitted to the NSWCFA when
applying for a title update for the cat.
I ……………………………………………………………apply for registration of the above noted kitten/cat by the NSWCFA
Inc, and enclose the requisite fee.
Signed

Date

